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ABSTRACT
Giant exoplanets orbiting very close to their parent star (hot Jupiters) are subject to tidal
forces expected to synchronize their rotational and orbital periods on short timescales (tidal lock-
ing). However, spin rotation has never been measured directly for hot Jupiters. Furthermore,
their atmospheres can show equatorial super-rotation via strong eastward jet streams, and/or
high-altitude winds flowing from the day- to the night-side hemisphere. Planet rotation and
atmospheric circulation broaden and distort the planet spectral lines to an extent that is de-
tectable with measurements at high spectral resolution. We observed a transit of the hot Jupiter
HD 189733 b around 2.3 µm and at a spectral resolution of R ∼ 105 with CRIRES at the ESO
Very Large Telescope. After correcting for the stellar absorption lines and their distortion during
transit (the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect), we detect the absorption of carbon monoxide and water
vapor in the planet transmission spectrum by cross-correlating with model spectra. The signal
is maximized (7.6σ) for a planet rotational velocity of (3.4+1.3−2.1) km s
−1, corresponding to a rota-
tional period of (1.7+2.9−0.4) days. This is consistent with the planet orbital period of 2.2 days and
therefore with tidal locking. We find that the rotation of HD 189733 b is longer than 1 day (3σ).
The data only marginally (1.5σ) prefer models with rotation versus models without rotation. We
measure a small day- to night-side wind speed of (−1.7+1.1−1.2) km s−1. Compared to the recent
detection of sodium blue-shifted by (8±2) km s−1, this likely implies a strong vertical wind shear
between the pressures probed by near-infrared and optical transmission spectroscopy.
Subject headings:
1. Introduction
Giant exoplanets orbiting very close to their
parent star (hot Jupiters) are thought to become
tidally locked on timescales of 0.1-100 Myr (Rasio
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et al. 1996; Marcy et al. 1997), much shorter than
the typical age of the observed systems. This con-
figuration leads to extreme temperature contrasts
between the permanently irradiated hemisphere
and the night-side. The presence of an atmosphere
can partially mitigate the temperature contrast,
by recirculating the incident stellar energy from
the day- to the night-side through winds. Model-
ing and observing the mechanisms driving the heat
redistribution in exoplanet atmospheres is impor-
tant to understand their global energy balance.
One common outcome of both numerical (e.g.,
Showman et al. 2009; Rauscher & Menou 2010;
Heng et al. 2011) and analytical (Showman &
Polvani 2011) simulations is that relatively deep
in the planet atmosphere (at pressures of ∼1 bar)
giant planets develop equatorial jet winds stream-
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ing eastward (e.g., following the planet rotation).
Since those pressures are representative of the
planet photosphere and therefore of the broad-
band planet thermal emission, this deep circula-
tion shifts the hottest point in the planet atmo-
sphere away from the sub-stellar point. Higher-up
in the atmosphere (at pressures ≤ 1 mbar), winds
predominantly flow from the day to the night side,
crossing the planet terminator at all latitudes. En-
riching this basic picture, high-altitude winds can
be damped by magnetic drag due to the inter-
action of the partially-ionized atmosphere with a
possible planetary magnetic field (e.g., Perna et
al. 2010). As a consequence, wind speeds and the
relative importance of equatorial jets and global
day- to night-side circulation are expected to vary
broadly from planet to planet. Finally, the atmo-
sphere and the planet interior do not always reach
perfect tidal synchronization (Showman & Guil-
lot 2002), meaning that global atmospheric super-
rotation or sub-rotation are also possible.
Observational constraints on the energy recir-
culation of hot-Jupiter atmospheres have been
placed by broadband observations of secondary
eclipses and thermal phase curves (see Cowan &
Agol 2011, for a review). Some work indeed con-
firms the presence of eastward displacements in
the maximum of the thermal emission (Crossfield
et al. 2010; Knutson et al. 2012; Stevenson et al.
2014), which is in line with the above theoretical
predictions. Other work either lacks the continu-
ous phase coverage for assessing such a trend (Har-
rington et al. 2006; Cowan et al. 2007), or show no
evidence for a displacement (Knutson et al. 2009a;
Crossfield et al. 2012). Optical phase curves have
been obtained mostly thanks to the Kepler mis-
sion, which resulted in additional constraints on
exoplanet albedo and winds (Esteves et al. 2013;
Shporer & Hu 2015).
In recent years, high-resolution spectroscopy
has enabled robust constraints on fundamental pa-
rameters of exoplanet atmospheres. Due to their
unique fingerprint at high dispersion, molecular
species can be robustly identified via line match-
ing, in contrast to the potential ambiguities in the
interpretation of planet spectra observed at low-
resolution or with sparse photometric bands. In
addition, high-dispersion spectroscopy is sensitive
to the planet orbital motion. This offers an effec-
tive way to disentangle the Doppler-shifted planet
spectrum from the contamination of our own at-
mosphere, which is instead essentially static in
wavelength. For non-transiting planets the detec-
tion of the planet motion translates into a mea-
surement of the actual planet mass (rather than
an upper limit) and orbital inclination.
High-dispersion observations with CRIRES at
the VLT led to the first measurement of the radial
velocity of an exoplanet through the detection of
CO in the transmission spectrum of HD 209458 b
(Snellen et al. 2010), and to the first detection
of the atmosphere of a non-transiting planet (τ
Boo¨tis b, Brogi et al. 2012; Rodler et al. 2012).
These studies were conducted around 2.3µm and
targeted a ro-vibrational band of carbon monox-
ide, which is expected to be abundant in hot
planet atmospheres and has a well-known and
regularly-spaced sequence of lines. These factors
make it one of the most favorable species for de-
tection. More recently, Birkby et al. (2013) and
Lockwood et al. (2014) demonstrated the feasi-
bility of high-resolution observations in the L-
band and detected H2O in the atmospheres of
a transiting (HD 189733 b) and a non-transiting
(τ Boo¨tis b) planet. Water vapor has a much
more complex high-resolution signature than car-
bon monoxide and the telluric absorption at 3.2-
3.5 µm is more severe, making it a good test
for the robustness of these observational meth-
ods. It is also worth noting that the detection of
Lockwood et al. (2014) was obtained by utilizing
NIRSPEC at Keck, at only 1/4 of the resolving
power of CRIRES (25,000 instead of 100,000), but
with a wider wavelength range. This demonstrates
that spectral resolution can be partially traded
for spectral coverage for this type of observation.
Finally, high-resolution spectroscopy was recently
utilized to provide a first estimate of the C/O ra-
tio in the atmosphere of HD 179949 b (Brogi et
al. 2014). The latter parameter is potentially re-
lated to the formation history of planets (O¨berg
et al. 2011) and to the presence of thermal in-
version layers in their atmospheres (Madhusud-
han 2012). In this work we focus on the addi-
tional capabilities of high-dispersion observations
to directly detect the Doppler signature of rotation
and atmospheric circulation from a transiting ex-
oplanet. Already Snellen et al. (2010) reported a
marginal detection of winds flowing from the day-
to the night-side of HD 209458 b, deduced from
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the measured (−2±1) km s−1 blue-shift in the to-
tal cross-correlation signal. This result was further
discussed by Miller-Ricci Kempton & Rauscher
(2012), Showman et al. (2013), and Kempton et
al. (2014). They linked the theoretical expecta-
tions based on atmospheric circulation models to
the observable Doppler signature at high spectral
resolution. It is worth noting that the alterna-
tive interpretation of the −2 km s−1 shift as due
to orbital eccentricity (Montalto et al. 2011) is
excluded by the latest refinement of the planet
orbital parameters (Crossfield et al. 2012; Show-
man et al. 2013). At optical wavelengths, Wyt-
tenbach et al. (2015) also claimed high-altitude
winds in the atmosphere of HD 189733 b by mea-
suring a blue-shift in the planet sodium absorp-
tion of (−8± 2) km s−1. More recently, Snellen et
al. (2014) inferred the fast rotational rate of the
young, directly-imaged, giant planet β Pic b by
measuring the broadening of the planet spectral
features. In this case the rotational period of only
(8±1) hours produced a broadening of 25 km s−1,
well resolved at the spectral resolution of CRIRES
(FWHM ' 3 km s−1).
Here we search for the Doppler signature of syn-
chronous rotation and atmospheric circulation in
the high-resolution transmission spectrum of HD
189733 b (Bouchy et al. 2005). This is one of the
best-studied exoplanets to date, thanks to the ap-
parent brightness of the host star (K = 5.54 mag).
This richness of information translates into obser-
vational evidence for rather unique features, such
as atmospheric escape (Lecavelier Des Etangs et
al. 2010; Jensen et al. 2012) and the prominence
of haze (Pont et al. 2008; Sing et al. 2011) masking
most of the spectral features in the optical trans-
mission spectrum, except for atomic sodium (Red-
field et al. 2008; Huitson et al. 2012; Wyttenbach
et al. 2015) and potassium (Pont et al. 2013). This
planet also has some constraint on energy recir-
culation and day/night side contrasts from multi-
wavelength infrared phase curves (Knutson et al.
2007, 2009b, 2012). One of the most distinctive
features of the phase curve is a displacement of
the planet hot-spot towards the east, and a low
day to night side temperature contrast at shorter
infrared wavelengths, indicating an efficient heat
recirculation between the two hemispheres. Low-
resolution observations of the near-infrared spec-
trum of HD 189733 b point towards the presence
of water and possibly carbon monoxide (Barman
2007; Beaulieu et al. 2008; Charbonneau et al.
2008; De´sert et al. 2009). At high-resolution, de-
tections of carbon monoxide in the K-band (de
Kok et al. 2013) and H2O in the L-band (Birkby
et al. 2013) were reported from dayside observa-
tions.
In this work we analyze near-infrared, high-
resolution spectra of HD 189733 b observed just
before and during the planet transit. Beside
searching for the planet absorption lines due to
CO, CO2, H2O, and CH4, we aim to detect the
spectroscopic signatures of rotation and atmo-
spheric circulation. In Section 2 we describe the
telescope, instrument, and observations. In Sec-
tion 3 we present our data analysis, with a particu-
lar focus on the subtraction of the stellar spectrum
to avoid contamination from the stellar CO lines
(Section 3.2). In Section 4 we illustrate how the
models for the planet atmosphere are computed
and the signal is extracted. The detected signal
is presented in Section 5 and the implications for
the atmosphere of HD 189733 b are discussed in
Section 6, together with some general advice for
future high-dispersion observations of exoplanets.
2. Observations
We observed one transit of HD 189733 b with
the CRyogenic Infra-Red Echelle Spectrograph
(CRIRES, Kaeufl et al. 2004) at the ESO Very
Large Telescope (VLT) facility. The spectrograph
is mounted at the Nasmyth-A focus of the Antu
Unit. We opted for the highest available spectral
resolution (R = 100,000) by observing through the
0′′.2 slit, and we selected the standard wavelength
setting with λref = 2325.2 nm, approximately cov-
ering the range 2287.5-2345.4 nm. The spectra
are imaged on four detectors having 1024 × 512
pixels in the spectral and spatial direction respec-
tively. Gaps of 282, 278, and 275 pixels in the
spectral direction are due to the physical separa-
tion of each detector. The throughput of CRIRES
was maximized by observing in conjunction with
the Multi Application Curvature Adaptive Optic
system (MACAO, Arsenault et al. 2003). For ac-
curate background subtraction, we nodded by 10′′
along the slit with no jitter, according to an ABBA
sequence.
The transit of HD 189733 b was observed with
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the DDT proposal 289.C-5030 on 2012, July 30.
The observations started at 1:10 UT and were
stopped at 3:14 UT due to pointing restrictions,
corresponding to a range in planet orbital phase
ϕ of 0.977-0.017. This was sufficient to observe
a full transit of the planet, with the first contact
happening at 1:25 UT and the fourth contact dur-
ing the last exposure. The first spectra were taken
at airmass greater than 2 with a seeing of 1.2-1.4′′.
At 1:22 UT the seeing abruptly dropped below 1′′,
resulting in significantly higher signal-to-noise ra-
tio due to better performances of the AO system.
With 60 seconds of exposure time per spectrum,
we collected 45 pairs of AB or BA spectra, of which
39 are during the transit of HD 189733 b.
3. Data analysis
We utilized the CRIRES pipeline version 2.1.3
for the basic calibration and the extraction of
the one-dimensional spectra. On each frame,
dark-subtraction and flat-field correction were
performed by utilizing the standard calibration
frames observed the morning after the transit. An
additional non-linearity correction was applied on
the science and calibration frames by using the
appropriate set of archival data. Each pair of
AB or BA frames was subsequently combined in
order to subtract the background, and the one-
dimensional spectrum was obtained by optimal
extraction (Horne 1986).
A difference in gain between odd and even
columns is known to affect detectors 1 and 4 (odd-
even effect). A set of calibration files is provided
with the pipeline to correct for this effect. How-
ever, in all our previous work with CRIRES we
noticed that these files are able to correct the odd-
even effect in detector #1, but not in detector #4.
We therefore discard the latter for the rest of this
work.
The remainder of the data analysis was per-
formed via custom-built procedures in IDL. For
each of the CRIRES detectors, the extracted 1-D
spectra were organized in two-dimensional arrays
containing pixel number (wavelength) and frame
number (time/phase) on the horizontal and verti-
cal axes, respectively.
Bad-pixels due to cosmic rays and detector cos-
metics were corrected as in Brogi et al. (2014), by
spline interpolating across isolated pixels or bad
columns in the data matrix, by linearly interpolat-
ing across 2-3 consecutive bad pixels in the spec-
tral direction, and by masking larger groups of bad
pixels.
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Fig. 1.— Our iterative algorithm for wavelength
calibration. We start with a triplet (λ1, λ2, λ3)
of guess values for the wavelengths associated to
pixels x = (0, 511, 1023). We explore a grid of
5 equally-spaced points around each guess value,
resulting in 125 possible combinations. Each com-
bination has a quadratic solution associated (the
parabola passing through the three points, solid
line). The best solution is determined as described
in Section 3.1, and the triplet (λ1, λ2, λ3) is up-
dated accordingly. The final solution is found it-
eratively, by refining the grid step by a factor of 5
at each iteration.
3.1. Alignment of spectra and wavelength
calibration
In order to implement our strategy for removing
telluric absorption (see Section 3.4), the spectra
need to be aligned to a common wavelength scale.
In previous work (Brogi et al. 2012, 2014), this
task was performed by measuring the centroid po-
sition of the telluric lines, by fitting their displace-
ment with respect to a reference spectrum with a
linear function in pixel position, and by shifting
the spectra back to the reference by spline inter-
polation. However, the star HD 189733 shows ab-
sorption lines in the observed wavelength range,
subject to a changing Doppler shift due to the
changing barycentric velocity of the observer and
the stellar radial velocity. Since these effects could
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potentially impact the centroid determination, in
this work we did not measure the centroids of tel-
luric lines, but we utilized the cross correlation
between the data and a template to align and
determine the wavelength solution of the data.
The template spectrum contains telluric and stel-
lar lines. The telluric model was computed via the
ESO Sky Calculator1 with parameters automati-
cally set by the software after selecting the observ-
ing night and the time of our observations. This
means that we computed a telluric model for each
observed spectrum. The stellar template only in-
cluded CO lines. Their rest wavelengths λrest were
extracted from the HITRAN database and shifted
to the observed wavelengths λshift by applying
λshift = λrest(1 + vS/c) (1)
vS = vbary + vsys +KS sin[2pi(ϕ+ 0.5)],(2)
where vS is the stellar radial velocity, c is the speed
of light, vbary is the barycentric velocity of the ob-
server, vsys is the systemic velocity, KS the stellar
radial-velocity semi-amplitude, and ϕ the planet
orbital phase (ϕ = 0 at mid-transit). The relevant
parameters of the system HD 189733 are listed
in Table 1. The CO line depth was taken to be
equal to the absorption coefficients for a temper-
ature of 5000 K, multiplied by 1022, which was
found to be a good visual match to the data. Fi-
nally, the line profile was set to be a Gaussian
with FWHM = 3 km s−1, which corresponds to
a spectral resolution of R = 105 and unresolved
line profiles. Although in Section 3.2 we also need
to account for changes in instrumental and stel-
lar line profiles, we found that the alignment al-
gorithm does not require this level of detail. For
each observed spectrum, the global template spec-
trum was obtained by multiplying the telluric and
stellar template constructed as above.
We determined the wavelength solution of each
spectrum and each detector by calculating a grid
of trial quadratic solutions, which is appropri-
ate for CRIRES data according to the manual2.
As shown in Figure 1, each quadratic solution is
given by the parabola passing through the wave-
lengths of the first, middle, and last pixels of the
1https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/bin/gen/form?
INS.MODE=swspectr+INS.NAME=SKYCALC
2www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/
crires/doc.html
detector (λ1, λ2, λ3). The starting values were
given by the default (pixel, wavelength) solution
of the CRIRES pipeline. The parameter space
around these three values was sampled using five
equally-spaced steps, centered around the initial
estimates. The initial step size was chosen to be
0.2 nm, big enough to encompass all possible solu-
tions. Each of the resulting 125 grid points defines
a trial wavelength solution for the data, to which
we interpolated the global template. We then
computed the cross correlation with the data, se-
lected the best solution based on the highest cross-
correlation, and updated the triplet of wavelengths
(λ1, λ2, λ3). We refined the step size by a factor of
5 (0.04 nm) and repeated the computation. After
4 iterations, we adopted the best-fitting solution
as wavelength solution for our spectrum. In the
absence of noise this would give us a precision of
3.2× 10−4 nm (0.03 pixels) in the wavelength so-
lution.
We finally aligned all spectra to a common
wavelength scale, which we computed by averag-
ing the wavelength solution of all spectra. The
alignment was performed by spline-interpolating
each spectrum to the new wavelength scale.
3.2. Fit and removal of the stellar spec-
trum
During a large portion of the transit, star and
planet have a similar radial velocity (to within few
km s−1), meaning that spectral features present in
both the stellar and the planet spectrum are al-
most superimposed. This is the case of the CO
ladder around 2.3 µm, which is a distinctive fea-
ture of both the planet and the stellar spectrum.
Stellar CO lines have depths of 10-20% with re-
spect to the continuum, while the typical depth of
the planet spectral lines is expected to be 100-200
times smaller.
The stellar spectrum cannot be normalized in
the same way as the telluric spectrum (see Sec-
tion 3.4), because the stellar absorption lines are
distorted by the Rossiter-McLaughlin (RM) effect
(Rossiter 1924; McLaughlin 1924; Queloz et al.
2000). During different phases of a transit, par-
ticular parts of the rotating stellar photosphere
are blocked from view, leading to a deformation
of the stellar absorption lines. This deformation
and its progress during transit depends on the
exact geometry of the transit, which is governed
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by the projected stellar rotation (v sin i?), the im-
pact parameter, and the projected angle between
the stellar and orbital angular momenta (see Fig-
ure 2). The RM effect is often used to measure the
projected obliquities (e.g. He´brard et al. 2008; Al-
brecht et al. 2012) and for the case of HD 189733 b
good alignment was found (Winn et al. 2006; Tri-
aud et al. 2009; Collier Cameron et al. 2010).
For our current investigation the RM effect does
however present a nuisance as it causes spurious
time-varying signal during transit. For slowly ro-
tating stars like HD 189733, the magnitude of the
deformation on the absorption lines roughly scales
with (RP/RS)
2. The stellar absorption lines are
100-200 times stronger than the planetary CO
lines. Therefore RM effect is roughly of the same
order of magnitude as the expected signal from
the planetary CO absorption and therefore needs
to be treated properly. Although the RM effect
does not contaminate the spectra of H2O, CH4,
and CO2, we expect CO to have an important
contribution to the planet spectrum as well, based
on previous high-resolution dayside observations
of HD 189733 b (de Kok et al. 2013). We there-
fore decided to model the distortion of the stellar
lines during transit, fit the stellar absorption lines
in our data, and remove the resulting stellar spec-
trum from these data, as outlined below.
For computing the RM effect we used the nu-
merical model by Albrecht et al. (2007), already
applied to eclipsing binary stars (e.g., Albrecht et
al. 2014) and transiting planets (Albrecht et al.
2013). In short this numerical model simulates
a rotating absorption line kernel assuming solid-
body rotation, quadratic limb darkening (Equa-
tion 5), and the macro-turbulence model by Gray
(2008). Solar-like convective blueshift is also in-
cluded (Shporer & Brown 2011). The micro tur-
bulence is modeled by a simple Gaussian. The
resulting distorted stellar absorption lines, appro-
priate for a particular transit phase, are then used
to convolve the narrow stellar model spectra in the
fitting algorithm described below.
For this RM model we assumed good projected
alignment, an orbital inclination of 85.71◦, and
solar like blueshift, but with a reduced ampli-
tude of 200 m s−1, compared to the solar value
of 500 m s−1. The limb darkening parameters
had been set to u1 = 0.077 and u2 = 0.311, ap-
propriate for a star with Teff = 5000 K, log g =
-0.02 -0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02
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Fig. 2.— Doppler signature caused by the
Rossiter-McLaughlin effect. The rotating stellar
disk and the path crossed by the transiting planet
are illustrated in the top diagram, including the
relative angle of 1.4◦ between the stellar spin and
the normal to the orbit. The transiting planet oc-
cults varying portions of the rotating stellar disk
(from the blue-shifted to the red-shifted hemi-
sphere) inducing a distortion in the stellar line
profile. This is not visible in the middle panel,
where we show a full stellar line profile simulated
as in Section 3.2. However, this distortion becomes
evident when subtracting the out-of-transit stel-
lar line profile from the in-transit distorted pro-
file (bottom panel). These residuals mimic the
Doppler signature of a transiting exoplanet at a
relatively low orbital velocity, causing spurious CO
absorption (see Figure 7) if not modeled and re-
moved from the data. The grey scale is linear in
the middle panel, linear and inverted in the bot-
tom panel.
4.5 cm s−2, and solar metallicity, observed in the
K-band (Claret & Bloemen 2011). The pro-
jected rotation speed v sin i?, macro turbulence,
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planet/star radii ratio (RP/RS), and the micro
turbulence have been initially left as free parame-
ters and have been adjusted throughout the pro-
cedure described below. However, since our fit is
scarcely influenced by v sin i? and RP/RS when
varied within their literature uncertainties, we
fixed these two parameters to the values listed in
Table 1. This allowed us to sensibly reduce the
computational time.
We designed an iterative procedure to fit si-
multaneously for the instrumental profile (IP) of
CRIRES, for the depth and shape of stellar CO
lines, and for residual non-CO stellar lines. The
fitting algorithm is outlined below and illustrated
in Figure 3. In the following, we refer to the origi-
nal spectra as the data after alignment, containing
telluric and stellar absorption lines (panel a).
1. We divide the original spectra through the
Doppler-shifted stellar template (see Sec-
tion 3.1) utilized for the alignment (panel
b);
2. We obtain an initial guess for the IP by ap-
plying the singular value decomposition al-
gorithm described in Rucinski (1999) and
implemented in Snellen et al. (2014) on the
residual spectra after step 1. As narrow tem-
plate, we use the same telluric model from
the ESO Sky Calculator as in Section 3.1.
We note a negligible influence of the kernel
size chosen to determine the IP on the final
result, for sizes between 9 and 21 CRIRES
pixels, where a pixel is 1.5 km s−1. We
choose a kernel size of 19 pixels, correspond-
ing to 4 FWHM of a theoretical Gaussian IP
at the spectral resolution of 100,000;
3. We convolve the ESO telluric model with
the guess IP and we divide the original data
through it, obtaining the stellar spectrum
plus residual noise from imperfect telluric
subtraction (panel c);
4. We obtain a master stellar spectrum by
shifting the out-of-transit spectra to the stel-
lar rest frame and co-adding them (panel d);
5. We fit the stellar CO lines in the master
spectrum by shifting the synthetic stel-
lar line profiles computed above to their
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Fig. 3.— Removal of the fitted stellar spectrum
from our data. The six panels (a-f) correspond to
six steps of the iterative fitting process described
in Section 3.2. The top three panels show the se-
quence of 45 spectra of HD 189733 around 2324.4
nm. Panel (a) includes all spectral components
(stellar and telluric), while in panels (b) and (c)
the best-fitting stellar and telluric spectra were re-
moved. By averaging the out-of-transit spectra of
panel (c) we obtain the average stellar spectrum
(panel d) and its best fit (panel e). After iterat-
ing the algorithm a few times, the final best-fitting
stellar model is removed from the full spectrum.
Panel (f) shows an average of the 45 observed spec-
tra before (in grey) and after (in black) the stellar
removal.
Doppler-shifted wavelengths (λshift in Sec-
tion 3.1), by convolving them with the IP
measured during step 2, and by fitting the
correct scaling factor by linear regression.
We find the best-fitting micro-turbulent and
macro-turbulent velocities by minimizing
the χ2 of the residuals;
6. We fit residual non-CO stellar lines with
Gaussian or Lorentzian profiles. These lines
are not supposed to produce spurious plane-
tary signal, therefore a precise fitting is not
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required. The total fitted stellar spectrum
(CO and non-CO lines) is shown in Figure 3
(panel e);
7. We repeat steps 1-6 iteratively until the IP,
the minimum χ2, and the best-fit parameters
converge. This is typically achieved after 3
iterations. At point 1, we substitute the stel-
lar template utilized in Section 3.1 with the
fitted stellar spectrum after steps 5 and 6.
We divide the original data through the fitted stel-
lar model, which includes the non-CO lines fitted
during step 6 above, and the modeled RM effect
for the CO lines and in-transit spectra. The best-
fit stellar line profile is convolved with the IP mea-
sured as above, shifted to the observed frequency
accounting for the barycentric velocity of the ob-
server and the stellar radial velocity, and scaled
by the measured amplitude. An example of our
data before and after the removal of the stellar
spectrum is shown in Figure 3 (panel f).
3.3. Effect of star spots
Spots on a rotating stellar photosphere are ca-
pable of distorting the stellar line profile depend-
ing on their longitude and latitude. Since we do
not model this effect, our fit might be partially in-
correct, leading to small residuals within −v sin i?
and +v sin i? from the stellar radial velocity. We
demonstrate below that, due to the nature and
amplitude of the line distortion caused by star
spots, their effect is negligible for this study.
In the first place it is useful to estimate the
amplitude of these distortions. Winn et al. (2007)
estimated a spot coverage of 1% at any moment
for the star HD 189733, based on optical multi-
band photometric variability. The spot temper-
ature was estimated by Pont et al. (2008) to be
500-1000 K colder than the photosphere (Teff '
5000 K). We adopted ∆T = 750 K and conse-
quently a spot temperature of Tspot = 4250 K.
With these values, the maximum effect of spots
at 2.3 µm is 2.6 × 10−3 relative to the depth of
a stellar line, if the continuum and the spots are
approximated with black bodies emitting at tem-
peratures Teff and Tspot, respectively. For an av-
erage CO line depth of 15 %, these residuals have
amplitudes of ∼ 4× 10−4 compared to the stellar
continuum, which is at least 10× smaller than the
weaker CO lines in the planet transmission spec-
trum.
Furthermore, in Doppler space the nature of
this spurious signal is substantially different from
the planet absorption, and largely canceled prior
to cross-correlation. Winn et al. (2007) demon-
strated that HD 189733 is a slow rotator with a
rotational period close to 13 days. Thus any con-
figuration of spots can be considered static during
one single transit observation (less than 2 hours).
Compared to the observer, the star moves in ra-
dial velocity by only 0.2 km s−1 during the transit
(mostly due to the change in barycentric velocity),
which is only 1/15 of the full width half maximum
of the CRIRES IP. This means that any distortion
of the stellar lines caused by unocculted spots is
static in both radial velocity and time. In this case
our data analysis designed to remove telluric lines
(Section 3.4) will also re-normalize residuals from
uncorrected star spots, further dampening the al-
ready small signal.
However, we know from past transit observa-
tions (Pont et al. 2007, 2008) that HD 189733 b
usually crosses some spots during transit. In this
case, the distortion of the stellar line suddenly dis-
appears (when the spot is occulted) and reappears,
generating a pulse radial velocity signal in the
data, uncorrected by our analysis. The duration
of this pulse is dependent on the size of the crossed
spot (or region of spots). Although probably unre-
alistic, we discuss the worst-case scenario in which
all spots are clustered in a region of radius 0.1 RS
(based on the 1% coverage and spots significantly
darker than the photosphere). For an impact pa-
rameter of b = 0.66, the length of the chord crossed
by the planet is 1.5 stellar radii. With 39 frames
observed in transit, the planet crosses 0.038 stel-
lar radii per frame. This unrealistically big group
of spots would therefore affect 2.6 frames of our
data. For a spot signal 1/10 of the planet signal,
occulted star spots can only contaminate 8% of
the detected CO signal, or ∼ 0.3σ based on the
detection presented in Section 5.1. We therefore
conclude that - at least in the case of HD 189733 b
- the contamination due to uncorrected star spots
is negligible.
3.4. Removal of telluric lines
Telluric lines change in depth during the obser-
vations, but not in position. Therefore, the telluric
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spectrum is most effectively removed by modeling
the flux of each data column (i.e., each wavelength
channel) in time. The main cause of telluric vari-
ation is the change in geometric airmass. Changes
in the IP (due to, e.g., in-slit guiding, seeing, and
performances of the adaptive optics), as well as
changes in the water vapor content in the Earth’s
atmosphere could also affect the flux in the core
of telluric lines.
We initially normalize each spectrum by its me-
dian continuum level. We then model the time-
variation of the flux in each spectral channel via
the simple functional form:
Fλ(t) = a0 + a1A(t) + a2A
2(t), (3)
where A is the geometric airmass, and we divide
through the fit. The coefficients a0-a2 are deter-
mined by linear regression for each of the spectral
channels in the data. We investigated more com-
plex functional forms for Fλ(t), but since the gain
in total planet signal was marginal, we preferred
to keep the most conservative and least invasive
decorrelation. We divide each spectral channel by
its variance, which is required because the data
have been re-normalized and we therefore need
to restore the initial S/N of each spectral chan-
nel through an additional weighting. Finally, we
apply a high-pass filter to each spectrum by com-
puting and dividing through a smoothed version
(boxcar of width 64 pixels).
We note that the approach described above par-
tially differs from previous work (Snellen et al.
2010; Brogi et al. 2012, 2014). There we pre-
ferred to fit a first-order airmass dependence, sam-
ple higher-order residuals directly from the data,
and determine their linear combination that best
matched Fλ(t). This method is particularly ef-
fective when planet molecular lines have depths
well below the level of the noise in the data. In
this case, molecular lines in the transmission spec-
trum of HD 189733 b are expected to be as deep as
8 × 10−4 relative to the stellar continuum, which
is close to the typical noise levels of these data
(average S/N = 270 per spectrum). Sampling the
residuals from the data is therefore not advisable,
because we would likely include and consequently
remove part of the planet signal as well.
4. Extracting the planet signal
After removing the stellar and telluric lines as
explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.4, we extracted
the planet signal by cross correlating the data
with model spectra for the planet atmosphere. In
this way we combined all the spectral lines of
the planet in a single cross-correlation function
(CCF), increasing the signal by a factor of
√
N ,
where N is the number of strong molecular lines.
We computed the cross correlation with both
narrow and broadened atmospheric models. The
former are the output of our radiative transfer cal-
culations described in Section 4.1, which do not
account for atmospheric circulation or rotational
broadening. The latter are the narrow models con-
volved with the broadening profiles described in
Section 4.2.
4.1. Modeling the planet spectra
The transmission spectrum of HD 189733 b
was modeled by following the same prescriptions
of Brogi et al. (2014) concerning the choice of line
lists for CO and H2O (Rothman et al. 2010), CH4
(Rothman et al. 2009), line profiles, and collision-
induced absorption by hydrogen (Borysow & Fu
2001; Borysow 2002). The line list for CO2 was
instead taken from Rothman et al. (1995). We de-
scribed the terminator atmosphere of the planet
by assuming an average temperature-pressure
(T/p) profile. The lower part of the planet at-
mosphere (p > 0.1 bar) cannot be probed by
transmission spectroscopy. Any chosen T/p pro-
file would essentially produce the same modeled
transmission spectrum. Therefore, we chose to
match the Madhusudhan & Seager (2009) profile,
which is derived from secondary-eclipse measure-
ment of the planet, with the simplest possible sam-
pling. For p > 1 bar, an isothermal atmosphere
at temperature 1750 K was adopted. Between 1
and 0.1 bar, temperature decreased to 1350 K.
In the range −2.5 < log(p) < −1.0, we tested
instead two opposite profiles, by making the tem-
perature T2 either increase to 1500 K or decrease
to 500 K. For lower pressures (higher altitude),
we chose an isothermal atmosphere at tempera-
ture T2, extending up to p = 10
−10 bar. We note
that T2 = 1500 K corresponds to a temperature
inversion, which is included in these models re-
flecting our very limited knowledge of the upper
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atmosphere of this planet. However, the inversion
is so weak and so high in the atmosphere that
it does not affect dayside spectra (i.e., it would
not produce emission lines in the planet thermal
spectrum). The only effect of T2 on the transmis-
sion spectrum is to change the relative strength
of weak and deep molecular lines by changing
the scale height at high altitude. The radiative
transfer was performed by computing the optical
thickness for 40 altitude points along slant paths
through the atmosphere, and then by integrating
over altitude and the 2pi radians of the planet limb
to produce the transmission spectrum.
We considered the four main trace gases ex-
pected to be spectroscopically active in the ob-
served wavelength range (Madhusudhan 2012):
CO, H2O, CO2, and CH4. These are also the
gases for which detections have been claimed
in the literature, although some of them are
still under debate (see Section 1). We investi-
gated molecular Volume Mixing Ratios (VMRs)
of (10−5, 10−4, 10−3) for carbon monoxide and
water vapor, and VMR = (10−7, 10−5) for carbon
dioxide and methane. We first computed models
with the four species as single trace gases, and
we detected CO and H2O (Section 5.1). We then
computed models with CO and H2O mixed and
determined the combination that maximized the
planet signal (Section 5.2). Examples of our mod-
eled transmission spectra are shown in the left
column of Figure 6.
4.2. Modeling the planet broadening pro-
file
We modeled the broadened planet line profiles
by assuming two basic patterns of atmospheric
circulation: bulk planet rotation and equatorial
super-rotation. A global day-to-night side flow
does not need modeling, as it produces a blue-
shifted cross-correlation signal that is measurable
directly after shifting and co-adding the CCFs.
We constructed a two-dimensional model for
the planet and the star, which is represented in
Figure 4. The literature values for all the relevant
quantities utilized below are listed in Table 1. We
chose the x and y directions along and perpendic-
ular to the orbit, respectively. We assigned the co-
ordinates (x, y) = (0, 0) to the center of the stellar
disk and expressed all quantities in units of stellar
radius, RS. The planet was modeled as a disk of
radius nP = 50 pixels. With this choice the step
size is dx =RP/(50 RS) ' 0.0031, with RP be-
ing the planet radius. Each horizontal slice of the
planet disk corresponds to an impact parameter bi
ranging from (b−RP/RS) to (b+RP/RS), where
b is the known impact parameter of HD 189733 b.
The planet center has coordinates (xC, b) corre-
sponding to an orbital phase:
ϕ(xC) =
1
2pi
sin−1
(xC
a
)
, (4)
where a is the semimajor axis of the orbit. For
each bi, the intensity of the stellar chord crossed
by the planet during transit was modeled by as-
suming a quadratic limb-darkening law:
I(µ) = 1− u1(1− µ)− u2(1− µ)2, (5)
with µ being the cosine of the angle between the
line of sight and the normal to the stellar sur-
face, and u1 = 0.077, u2 = 0.311 the same limb-
darkening coefficients as in Section 3.2. Given the
geometry of our problem, Equation 5 can be ex-
pressed as function of (x, bi) through the following:
µ =
√
1− x2 − b2i . (6)
Equation 6 is valid for −x¯i < x < x¯i, with x¯i being
the coordinate of the edge of the stellar disk:
x¯i =
√
1− b2i . (7)
The stellar intensity Si(x) for the slice i is there-
fore:
Si(x) =
{
I(x, bi) for |x | ≤ x¯i
0 elsewhere.
(8)
At the edges of the stellar and planet profiles, sub-
pixel approximation is taken into account by mul-
tiplying each pixel values by their fractional occu-
pancy.
We tested the precision of our model against
the Mandel & Agol (2002) model. We assumed
a completely opaque planet disk (0 pixel values).
The transit light curve was computed by shifting
the planet array one pixel at a time along the x
direction, in the range −1.2 < xC < 1.2. At each
position, the planet and stellar arrays were mul-
tiplied and summed across all pixels in order to
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Fig. 4.— Basic geometry of the model utilized
for computing the planet broadening profiles. All
quantities are expressed in units of stellar ra-
dius. The intensities of 100 slices of the stellar
disk, corresponding to impact parameters between
b−RP/RS and b+RP/RS (the boxed area in the
figure), are computed based on a quadratic limb-
darkening law (Equation 5). The planet, centered
in (xC, b), is shifted along the x direction pixel by
pixel. At each position, the light curve is com-
puted as explained in Section 4.2.
obtain the flux. Finally, the light curve was nor-
malized by the total stellar intensity Itot, which we
computed analytically via the following integral:
Itot =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ nS
0
I(r)r dr dθ = 2pi
∫ nS
0
I(r)r dr,
(9)
where nS = 1/dx is the number of pixels cor-
responding to one stellar radius. In the above
we have used polar coordinates (r, θ) with origin
in the center of the stellar disk. Consequently,
µ =
√
1− (r/nS)2, which leads to
Itot = pi
(
1− u1
3
− u2
6
)
n2S ' 3.026× 105. (10)
We found that our normalized light curve is in
agreement with the Mandel & Agol (2002) models
at the 3.5 × 10−5 level in relative flux. Conse-
quently, we added a planet atmospheric ring with
the same radius as the planet and with a thickness
of 1 pixel. This corresponds to ∼ 1600 km in phys-
ical units, matching the 5-10 scale heights typically
probed by transmission spectroscopy (Madhusud-
han 2014). We assigned to each pixel of the ring
a velocity consistent with a rigid-body rotation
along an axis perpendicular to the orbital plane:
vring =
2pixringRS
Prot
, (11)
where Prot is the planet rotational period and xring
the x-coordinate of each ring pixel in units of RS.
An additional equatorial super-rotation is intro-
duced by adding (or subtracting) a wind speed
veq to the receding (or approaching) pixels of the
planet ring within 25◦ of latitude.
Given the above velocity field vring, each pixel
(xi, bj) of the planet ring contributes to the planet
line profile with a Gaussian profile given by:
G(~v, xi, bj) = S(xi, bj) exp
{
−1
2
[~v − vring(xi)]2
σ2
}
(12)
where the width σ is given by
σ ≡ FWHMCRIRES
2
√
2 log 2
' 1.27 km s−1, (13)
where the FWHM of CRIRES is supposed to be
constant and equal to 3 km s−1.
Examples of the modeled line profiles as a func-
tion of orbital phase are provided in Figure 5.
The top-right panel shows three cuts of the pro-
files with Prot = 1.7 days during ingress, at mid-
transit, and during egress. Distinctive features are
the flattened peak at mid-transit, which eventually
splits into two separate components in case of fast
rotation, and the overall red-shift (or blue-shift)
of the peak during ingress (or egress).
4.3. Signal retrieval: S/N analysis
For each of the CRIRES detectors, we cross cor-
relate each of the telluric-removed spectra with the
model spectra described in Section 4.1, Doppler
shifted according to a lag vector of radial ve-
locities in the range ±250 km s−1, in steps of
1.5 km s−1, and convolved with the broadened line
profiles computed in Section 4.2. As a result, we
obtain the cross-correlation signal as a function
of planet radial velocity, time, rotational veloc-
ity, and equatorial super-rotation velocity, that is
CCF(VP, t, vrot, veq). The total cross correlation is
then computed by shifting the CCFs to the planet
rest frame via linear interpolation and co-adding
in time. Since HD 189733 b is transiting, we know
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Fig. 5.— Top-left panel: planet broadening pro-
files computed for the best-fitting rotational pe-
riod of Prot = 1.7 days, as a function of planet
orbital phase ϕ. First and fourth contact occur at
ϕ = ∓0.017. Top-right panel: cuts of the broad-
ening profiles during ingress (ϕ = −0.013, panel
a), at mid-transit (ϕ = 0, panel b), and during
egress (ϕ = 0.013, panel c). For comparison, the
measured instrument profile of CRIRES is shown
with a dotted line. Bottom panels: planet broad-
ening profiles in the case of no rotation (left), fast
rotation (middle), and Prot = 1.7 days with added
equatorial super-rotation (right). In all panels,
Prot is in days and veq in km s
−1.
the orbital inclination i with very good precision.
The orbital solution is consistent with zero eccen-
tricity, and therefore we can compute the mea-
sured planet radial velocity amplitude via:
VP(t) = KP sin[2piϕ(t)] + vsys + vhelio(t). (14)
The planet radial velocity amplitude KP is
KP = vorb sin i, (15)
the planet orbital velocity is
vorb =
2pia
Porb
, (16)
and the planet orbital phase ϕ(t) is the fractional
part of
ϕ(t) =
t− T0
P
, (17)
where t is the time of our observations and T0
the time of mid-transit. By using the system
parameters listed in Table 1, we obtain vorb =
153.0+1.3−1.8 km s
−1 and KP = 152.5+1.3−1.8 km s
−1.
While in principle we could restrict ourself to
investigate the shifted and co-added CCF around
the expected planet radial velocity, we also want to
exclude the presence of spurious cross-correlation
signal far from the planet position, and assess its
impact on the planet detection. This is particu-
larly important in this case, since stellar noise can
be a significant source of spurious cross correlation
(see Sections 3.2 and 5.1). Therefore, we shift and
co-add for planet rest-frame velocities between
−75 and +75 km s−1 (in steps of 1.5 km s−1), and
planet orbital radial velocities KP between 0 and
180 km s−1 (in steps of 2.25 km s−1). We conse-
quently study the total cross-correlation signal in
the (vrest,KP) matrix, as shown in Fig. 6.
As in previous studies (Brogi et al. 2012, 2014;
de Kok et al. 2013; Birkby et al. 2013), the signal-
to-noise ratio is computed by dividing the peak
cross-correlation values by the standard deviation
of the points away from the peak. We note, how-
ever, that this analysis has several limitations in
this particular case, leading to underestimated
planet signals and complicating the measurement
of rotational and winds parameters. In the first
place, cross correlating with model spectra with a
wide range of broadening changes the level of cor-
relation between the points of the CCF, which is
sampled at a fixed resolution of 1.5 km s−1. Sec-
ondly, the peak of the CCF alone cannot encode
the richness of the planet signal. The planet CCF
shows strong negative wings (see bottom panels of
Figure 6). This is in part due to the autocorrela-
tion function, and in part it is a known side effect
of our strategy for removing telluric lines, already
noted by Snellen et al. (2010). In the presence
of strong planet absorption lines, the fit of the
flux as a function of airmass is biased towards
slightly lower values. Therefore, when dividing
through the fit, we obtain excess residuals around
each planet line, which generate the wings once
summed in time. In addition to wings, the planet
CCF shows asymmetries, autocorrelation for non-
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zero rest velocities, etc. All these effects are ne-
glected if relying on the peak value of the CCF
alone. Lastly, the cross correlation is a broaden-
ing operator, conceptually similar to a convolu-
tion. This means that the peak value of a CCF is
naturally maximized when cross-correlating with
the narrowest possible templates. This would bias
our analysis to favor narrow (i.e., without rota-
tion) planet models, affecting the determination of
the planet rotational rate. A broader CCF would
also reduce the precision in determining parame-
ters uncorrelated with the width of the planet line
profile, namely the maximum planet orbital veloc-
ity KP and the rest-frame velocity Vrest. All these
limitations are indeed seen and verified in these
data, and we briefly describe them in Section 5
(and sub-sections). To overcome the limitations
of the above analysis, we have developed a novel
signal retrieval based on χ2 statistics, which we
describe below.
4.4. Signal retrieval: χ2 analysis
For each value of KP, we cross-correlate the
data with the narrow atmospheric model (i.e.,
without including the broadening due to planet
rotation and atmospheric circulation), according
to a lag vector centered on the planet radial ve-
locity (Equation 14), and spanning ±90 km s−1
around it, in steps of 1.5 km s−1. Since the CCF
is already centered on the planet rest-frame veloc-
ity, we obtain the total CCF by simply co-adding
in time.
We now have to define a non detection. In the
case of zero planet signal and no correlated noise,
we expect the cross-correlation values to be dis-
tributed as a Gaussian with mean zero. That is
equivalent to fitting the CCF with a straight line
and zero offset. The associated goodness of fit test
requires the computation of the following χ2:
χ20(KP) =
∑
Vrest
(CCF0(Vrest,KP)− 0)2
s2
, (18)
where the sum is computed for |Vrest| < 37.5 km s−1
to ensure that we are only including data po-
tentially altered by planetary signal. This corre-
sponds to 51 cross-correlation values, or 50 degrees
of freedom (d.o.f.). In the equation above s2 is the
variance of the CCF computed for rest-frame ve-
locities greater than 37.5 km s−1.
We compute the p-value from χ20, that is the
probability of measuring a value higher than χ20.
It can be obtained from the Cumulative Density
Function of a chi-square distribution with n de-
grees of freedom, CDF(x, n):
P0 = P (x > χ
2
0) = 1− CDF(x, 50) (19)
We finally translate this probability into sigma in-
tervals σ0 by using a Normal distribution. We use
a two-tail test, since by definition the χ2 includes
both negative and positive deviations around the
mean. The quantity σ0 tells us how much our CCF
deviates from a Gaussian distribution, regardless
of the source of the signal (astrophysical or in-
strumental). If the signal is originated from the
atmosphere of HD 189733 b, it also embeds any
broadening due to rotation and/or atmospheric
circulation. However, as explained at the end of
Section 4.3, we want to avoid directly cross corre-
lating with broadened models, because that would
change the statistical properties (i.e., the level of
correlation) of the cross-correlation values.
Instead of cross correlating with the broadened
model, we inject it at 10% the nominal level on
top of the real data, prior to removing the stellar
and telluric lines. This ensures that the injected
signal will be processed exactly as the real signal
by our data analysis. After processing and cross-
correlating the data with the narrow model, for
the same choice of KP and lag vectors as above,
we take the difference between the CCFs of the
injected and real data:
∆CCF = CCFinj − CCF0 (20)
Since the model signal was injected at a small
level, the CCF noise is not significantly altered by
the injection. This was tested by visually inspect-
ing the data before and after the injection, and
by comparing the noise variance, which resulted
identical to within 0.1%. Therefore, the differ-
ence ∆CCF is essentially noiseless and provides a
good estimator for the cross-correlation function
of a real planet signal with the same parameters
(KP, vrot, veq) used for the injection, except for a
scaling factor and (possibly) an offset. These are
determined by linearly fitting ∆CCF to CCF0:
CCF0 = c0 + c1∆CCF ≡ fit(Vrest,KP, Vrot, Veq)
(21)
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We then perform a Goodness of Fit test on our
model by computing the χ2 of the residuals
χ2model(KP, Vrot, Veq) = (22)
=
∑
Vrest
[CCF0(Vrest,KP)−fit(Vrest,KP,Vrot,Veq)]2
s2 .
Since we are fitting 4 parameters (Vrest, KP, vrot,
veq), we loose 5 d.o.f., meaning that the confidence
interval will be this time
Pmodel = P (x > χ
2
model) = 1− CDF(x, 46) (23)
We finally determine sigma intervals σmodel as be-
fore.
The difference ∆σ = σ0− σmodel measures how
much better our model fits the data compared to
a straight line. But since a straight line means
no detection by definition, ∆σ is also a measure of
the significance of our detection. If the best-fitting
model is a good match to the data, σmodel is close
to zero, meaning that the residuals are perfectly
consistent with Gaussian noise. Therefore ∆σ ≈
σ0, as we indeed show in Section 5.3.
This approach based on χ2 has the advantage
that the whole shape of the CCF, and not only its
peak value, is taken into account. This means that
in the presence of spurious noise no planet model
signal will be a good fit to the data. Those models
and the corresponding parameter set will be there-
fore excluded by this χ2 analysis, while they will
still produce a significant signal in the S/N analy-
sis presented in Section 4.3. This means that our
χ2 analysis is also more effective at excluding spu-
rious cross-correlation signals.
5. Results
5.1. Single-trace gases
We discuss below the signal detected from mod-
els containing H2O, CO, CH4, and CO2 as single-
trace gases. These signals are shown in Figure 6
for the S/N analysis (middle panels) and for the
χ2 analysis (right panels), as a function of planet
rest-frame velocity (Vrest) and radial velocity am-
plitude (KP). The rotational period and equa-
torial velocity are set to 1.7 days and 0 km s−1
respectively, reflecting the best-fitting values dis-
cussed in Section 5.3. For the S/N analysis, the
error bars on the two parameters are determined
by exploring the parameter space around the max-
imum cross-correlation signal until the S/N drops
by 1. For the χ2 analysis, they correspond to the
1-σ confidence intervals around the value with the
highest significance.
• H2O: Water vapor is not expected to show
significant absorption lines in the stellar
spectrum. Therefore, a detection of wa-
ter at the expected planet orbital velocity
is the most reliable indicator that we are
indeed measuring the planet transmission
spectrum.
The total CCF from H2O absorption lines
(Figure 6, top panel) has a S/N = 5.5. It
peaks at KP = (183
+38
−59) km s
−1, consistent
with the literature value computed in Sec-
tion 4.3, and Vrest= (−1.58+1.65−1.50) km s−1.
From the χ2 analysis we measure a signif-
icance of 4.8σ, KP = (179
+22
−21) km s
−1, and
Vrest= (−1.6± 1.3) km s−1.
In both analyses, no significant signal is de-
tected at spurious orbital velocities and/or
planet rest-frame velocities. This reinforces
our hypothesis that no residual telluric or
stellar absorption is present. It implies that
the cold water vapor in the Earth’s atmo-
sphere has a high-resolution spectrum sig-
nificantly different from the hot H2O in hot-
Jupiter atmospheres, as already observed in
previous studies (Birkby et al. 2013; Brogi
et al. 2014).
• CO: Carbon monoxide in the transmission
spectrum of HD 189733 b is only detected
when modeling and removing the stellar ab-
sorption lines and Rossiter-McLaughlin ef-
fect as explained in Section 3.2. If the stellar
spectrum is not removed, the combination of
the RM effect and the change in barycentric
and stellar radial velocity produces a strong
spurious signal around KP ' 85 km s−1
(Figure 7, left panel). However, when ap-
plying the S/N analysis stellar residuals at
lower KP are still present even after sub-
tracting the stellar spectrum (Figure 7, right
panel, or Figure 6, second middle panel
from the top). As a consequence, even
though the planet signal is recovered at a
S/N = 5.1 at the expected orbital velocity
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Fig. 6.— Molecular detections in the high-resolution transmission spectrum of HD 189733 b around 2.3 µm.
The left column shows the best-fitting atmospheric model, or a model representative for the planet atmo-
sphere when a species is not detected. The middle column shows signal-to-noise maps of the shifted and
co-added cross-correlation functions. These are obtained by dividing the peak value by the standard devi-
ation of the noise measured away from the peak. The right column show the significance maps obtained
from the χ2 analysis explained in Section 4.4. In both middle and right columns, the signal is shown as
function of planet rest-frame velocity (x-axis) and orbital radial velocity (y-axis) used for shifting. From top
to bottom, we plot the data for H2O, CO, CH4, CO2, and for H2O and CO combined. The color scheme
is linear, running from −3 to +7 in S/N (middle panels) and from 0σ to 7σ in significance (right panels).
Darker colors correspond to stronger detections. Negative S/N means anti-correlation.
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of HD 189733 b, the spurious stellar signal
at lower KP still has a comparable strength.
This means that, based on the S/N anal-
ysis only, a blind search for exoplanet HD
189733 b based on CO alone would have
failed in unambiguously identify the true
source of the planet signal. The χ2 analy-
sis instead is able to recover the CO signal
unambiguously (Figure 6, second right panel
from the top). We measure a significance
of 4.1, KP = (205
+38
−51) km s
−1, and Vrest =
(−1.6+2.0−1.8) km s−1. Furthermore, this sig-
nal is consistent with the H2O detection,
which is unaffected by contaminants. This
demonstrates that the χ2 analysis is partic-
ularly effective in filtering out spurious cross-
correlation signal not matching the expected
CCF of the planet spectrum.
• CH4: The cross correlation with methane
transmission models does not show a sig-
nal compatible with the known planet or-
bital velocity (Figure 6, third groups of pan-
els from the top). The S/N analysis reveal a
maximum S/N of 3.4 at KP = 98 km s
−1.
The χ2 analysis peaks at a slightly lower
KP of 90 km s
−1, but with a higher signif-
icance of 4.6σ. This signal is inconsistent
with either residual telluric CH4 absorption
(which should appear at much lower KP),
or with a genuine planet signal (expected
at KP = 153 km s
−1). Residual telluric ab-
sorption is also disfavored by previous work
on dayside spectra of HD 179949 b (Brogi
et al. 2014), which has shown no spurious
cross-correlation from the cold methane in
the Earth’s atmosphere. Finally, the signal
cannot be due to stellar residuals, because it
does not vary in strength or position when
removing the stellar lines. For the remainder
of the analysis we consider CH4 non detected
as a single-trace gas.
• CO2: We do not detect a signal from car-
bon dioxide above the threshold of S/N = 3.
Additionally, we do not measure any signif-
icant cross correlation compatible with ei-
ther telluric or stellar residuals. The ab-
sence of CO2 signal was also observed in
past dayside, 3.2-µm observations (Birkby
et al. 2013). It is possibly due to the low
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Fig. 7.— Total cross-correlation signal when cross
correlating with model containing CO only, as
function of planet rest-frame velocity (Vrest) and
maximum orbital radial velocity (KP). The left
panels show that if the stellar spectrum is not
removed from the data (Section 3.2), the domi-
nant source of signal is spurious stellar CO ap-
pearing at relatively low KP (white dashed line),
mostly due to the distortion of the stellar lines
during the planet transit (Rossiter-McLaughlin ef-
fect). When the stellar spectrum is properly fitted
and removed accounting for the shape and distor-
tion of the spectral lines (right panels), part of the
spurious signal disappears and the planet signal is
detected at the expected position with a S/N of
5.2. The color scheme in the figure is linear in the
range −5 < S/N < 6, with darker colors indicat-
ing higher cross-correlation values. Bottom pan-
els show a cut of the top panels along the white
dashed lines.
number of deep CO2 molecular lines in the
targeted spectral range (see e.g. Figure 6,
fourth left panel from the top), inaccura-
cies in the CO2 high-temperature line list, or
low equilibrium abundances of this molecu-
lar species, as recently suggested by Heng &
Lyons (2015).
In light of the absence of significant CO2 signal
and the difficult interpretation of CH4 signals, we
do not include these two species for computing
mixed models. We instead mix only CO and H2O
in various relative VMRs, and discuss their signal
in the next Section.
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Fig. 8.— Top panels: Combined absorption of
H2O and CO molecular lines in the transmission
spectrum of HD 189733 b, obtained by cross cor-
relating with the model presented in Section 5.2.
The real signal (left panel) is shown as a function
of barycentric radial velocity and planet orbital
phase, and compared to an artificial signal (right
panel) injected at 3× the nominal level on top of
the observed data. White solid lines show the first,
second, third, and fourth contacts. The compar-
ison shows that the real and the artificial signals
have remarkably similar patterns in time. Bottom
panels: The total signal after shifting the cross-
correlation functions to the planet rest frame and
co-adding them is shown in black. Over-plotted
in grey is the best-fitting model spectrum deter-
mined via χ2 analysis (Section 4.4) for no rota-
tion (lower-left), Prot = 1.7 days (middle), and
Prot = 1.0 days (lower-right). The residuals are
plotted at the bottom of each panel, and the cor-
responding χ2 is indicated at the top.
5.2. Best-fitting model and planet param-
eters
Among the models tested containing both CO
and H2O, the one that best fits our data has a cold
upper atmosphere (T2 = 500 K), and equal molec-
ular Volume Mixing Ratio of log10 (VMR) = −3
for the two species. This model maximizes the sig-
nal in both the S/N and the χ2 analysis. The total
cross-correlation signal obtained with the above
model, a planet rotational period of 1.7 days, and
no equatorial super-rotation is shown in the bot-
tom panel of Figure 6. The S/N analysis de-
livers S/N = 7.0, KP = (183
+38
−59) km s
−1, and
Vrest = (−0.9+1.8−1.9) km s−1, while the χ2 analysis
gives us a significance of 7.6σ, KP = (194
+19
−41)
km s−1, and Vrest = (−1.7+1.1−1.2) km s−1.
The CCF from the above best-fitting model is
plotted as function of barycentric radial velocity
and time in Figure 8 (top-left panel). For compar-
ison, we injected the same model broadened by a
rotational velocity of 3.4 km s−1 and for a planet
maximum radial velocity of 153 km s−1 (Equation
15) on top of the observed spectra, at 3× the nom-
inal level. After re-running the analysis and re-
computing the cross correlation (top-right panel),
we verify that the real and injected signals show
remarkably similar patterns in both time and ra-
dial velocity. The two panels also show the first,
second, third and fourth contacts for HD 189733 b
(white dotted lines). Since the planet has a rela-
tively high impact parameter, ingress and egress
are relatively long compared to the total tran-
sit duration. Combined with the limb-darkened
stellar disk, this causes the spectra around mid-
transit to have a higher weighting than those dur-
ing egress/ingress, which is well visible in the time-
resolved CCF. This weighting is taken into account
when co-adding the CCFs.
We now extend the χ2 analysis for this best-
fitting model by varying vrot and veq, and we de-
rive the orbital and atmospheric parameters dis-
cussed below.
5.3. Measured planet rotation and winds
We computed planet broadening profiles with
rotational velocities vrot between 0 and 7 km s
−1,
in steps of 0.5 km s−1, corresponding to rotational
periods larger than 0.8 days when adopting the
planet radius in Table 1. We do not investigate
faster rotational velocities due to the strong pref-
erence of our data for vrot< 5.9 km s
−1 (3-σ, see
discussion below and Figure 9).
In addition to vrot, we also tested equato-
rial super-rotation velocities veq between 0 and
10 km s−1, in steps of 1 km s−1. The range in veq
is chosen based on the fact that theoretical calcu-
lations rarely show peak wind velocities exceeding
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5-6 km s−1 along the terminator of a hot Jupiter,
even in the absence of damping mechanisms.
Finally, we measured the rest-frame velocity
Vrest of the peak CCF(KP, vrot, veq) in order to
test for global day- to night-side winds.
We present here the derived values of KP, vrot,
veq, and Vrest for our best-fitting mixed model (see
Section 5.2), obtained from the χ2 analysis de-
scribed in Section 4.4. When fitted and subtracted
from the data, this model produces a χ2model of
35.6. This should be compared to a χ20 of 168.6
when fitting a straight line. By translating these
values into sigma intervals as explained is Sec-
tion 4.4, we determine that the residuals from a
straight-line fit are 7.75σ deviant from a Gaussian
distribution, while those from our best-fit model
are only 0.17σ deviant. This means our model is
favored by ∆σ = (7.75−0.17)σ = 7.58σ compared
to a straight line, which also means the planet sig-
nal is detected at the ∆σ confidence level, in line
with previous estimates based on S/N analysis.
The co-added CCF, the best-fit model, and the
residuals are shown in Figure 8 (lower-mid panel).
We now discuss the best-fit parameters for the
planet atmosphere. The error bars listed below are
1-σ confidence intervals corresponding to a drop of
1 in ∆σ with respect to its maximum value.
Figure 9 (top panel) shows the above quan-
tity ∆σ as function of rotational velocity vrot and
planet maximum radial velocity KP. The planet is
detected at KP = (194
+19
−41) km s
−1. Moreover, no
significant detection is present at low KP, whereas
the standard S/N analysis is affected by residual
stellar noise (right panel of Figure 6). This demon-
strates that when accounting not only for the am-
plitude, but also for the shape of the CCF, we can
more effectively filter out spurious signals.
We derive a planet rotational velocity of
vrot = (3.4
+1.3
−2.1) km s
−1, which is consistent
with the synchronous value of vsync = (2.68 ±
0.06) km s−1, based on the known orbital pe-
riod and planet radius listed in Table 1. Mod-
els with rotational periods longer than 1.0 days
(vrot < 5.9 km s
−1) are strongly favored (3σ)
by our analysis. So it is very unlikely that HD
189733 b rotates as fast as the giant planets in
our solar system. However, our best-fit vrot is
only marginally favored (1.5σ) compared to no
rotation at all. We cannot therefore confidently
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Fig. 9.— Top panel: Significance of the detected
transmission spectrum of HD 189733 b for the best
fitting model presented in Section 5.2 and varying
rotational velocities vrot and maximum orbital ra-
dial velocities KP. Colored contours express the
gain in significance ∆σ with respect to a straight-
line fit to the CCF. Since a straight line means
no detection by definition, ∆σ also represents the
significance of the detection (see Sections 4.4 and
5.3 for details). Labeled black and white contours
show the confidence intervals for the two planet
parameters. Their best estimate is marked with
a plus sign, while the value expected by assuming
tidal locking and the value ofKP from Equation 15
is indicated with a diamond. Bottom panel: Same
as above, but for planet rotational velocity vrot
and equatorial super-rotation velocity veq at the
best-fit KP.
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determine if the bulk rotation of HD 189733 b is
perfectly synchronous, or sub-synchronous. This
inability of constraining long rotational periods
is a natural consequence of the CRIRES instru-
ment resolution. At R=100,000, the instrumental
profile under optimal conditions has a FWHM of
3 km s−1, which is close to the synchronous ro-
tational velocity. At the current S/N it becomes
hard to distinguish instrumental broadening from
the natural rotational broadening of the planet.
Figure 9 (bottom panel) shows the detection
significance as function of (vrot, veq), and for the
best-fit KP. Our data do not show any preference
for equatorial super-rotation, with the 1-σ upper
limit spanning the entire tested range.
Finally, our best-fit model broadened by the
best-fit parameters peaks at Vrest = (−1.7+1.1−1.2)
km s−1, inconsistent with strong high-altitude
winds flowing from the dayside to the night-side
of the planet. The implications of these mea-
surements are discussed below. The best-fitting
parameters of HD 189733 b are summarized in
Table 1.
We note that the S/N analysis leads to qual-
itatively similar results concerning rotation and
winds. It shows no preference for equatorial super-
rotation, a small day-to-night side wind speed
(Section 5.2), and a preference for slow planet
rotation, although the error bars on the latter
are considerably bigger (Prot> 1.1 days at 1σ).
Moreover, although the S/N is maximized for
Prot = 2.0 days, longer rotational periods are to-
tally unconstrained. This is a consequence of the
fact that the cross correlation is a broadening op-
erator. Therefore, the peak value of the cross cor-
relation function is naturally maximized when us-
ing the narrowest possible model, which in our
case is the planet model spectrum without any
broadenings. Due to this bias, the S/N analysis
favors longer rotational periods, which further mo-
tivates the choice of a more robust and unbiased
analysis based on injection of artificial signal, their
processing identical to the real data, and the com-
parison between the CCFs of the injected and the
real data supported by χ2 statistics.
6. Discussion
The analysis of high-dispersion transmission
spectra of HD 189733 b around 2.3 µm resulted
in the detection of H2O and CO absorption
at a combined S/N of 7.0, or a significance
of 7.6σ, depending on our two retrieval meth-
ods utilized. The model that best matches the
shape of the observed cross-correlation function
is broadened by a planet rotational velocity of
vrot = (3.4
+1.3
−2.1) km s
−1, corresponding to a rota-
tional period of Prot = (1.7
+2.9
−0.4) days. We exclude
at the 3-σ level that HD 189733 b rotates in less
than 1 day (vrot > 5.9 km s
−1). If the empiri-
cal (mass, rotational period) relation observed for
the bodies in the solar system (Hughes 2003) can
be extended to extrasolar planets as suggested by
Snellen et al. (2014), the rotation of HD 189733 b
must have slowed considerably from its expected
value in the absence of tidal effects. Our data are
indeed consistent with tidal locking to the parent
star (vrot = 2.7 km s
−1, Prot = 2.2 days). However,
our best-fitting model is only marginally favored
(1.5σ) with respect to models with no rotational
broadening.
Beside planet bulk rotation, we were able to in-
vestigate the presence of two main patterns of at-
mospheric dynamics for this hot Jupiter, namely
equatorial super-rotation and global day-to-night
side winds along the terminator. We were un-
able to constrain the former, as equatorial veloc-
ities up to 10 km s−1 in excess with respect to
the planet bulk rotational velocity are equally fa-
vored in a χ2 sense. We cannot determine if this
limitation is due to insufficient S/N, to a too sim-
plistic implementation of eastward jet streams in
our model (Section 4.2), or to a combination of
both. Future efforts will be put into this mat-
ter, as low-resolution IR observations do detect
a phase shift for the maximum thermal emission
from the planet, meaning that the atmosphere at
the sub-stellar point is significantly advected east-
ward by equatorial jets. We note that low- and
high-resolution spectroscopy probe different pres-
sure levels, with the former targeting the bulk
thermal emission from the planet (close to the con-
tinuum level, and typically at pressures of 1.0-0.1
bar), while the latter traces the contrast between
the planet radius measured in the continuum and
that in the core of molecular lines, resulting in an
effective pressure range of 10−2-10−3 bar.
We detect a small blue-shift of the planet cross-
correlation function, as the signal is maximized at
a planet rest-frame velocity of (−1.7+1.1−1.2) km s−1.
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This is only 1.4-σ deviant from zero wind speed,
but differs significantly (2.7σ) from the detection
reported by Wyttenbach et al. (2015) of Na ab-
sorption blue shifted by (−8±2) km s−1. However,
they probe much higher altitudes (up to 14,000
km) and lower pressures (down to 10−9 bars) than
these NIR observations. We therefore suggest that
these observations target two different circulation
regimes, and that the two measurements indicate
the presence of a strong wind shear between the
lower and upper part of the atmosphere of HD
189733 b. This also seems to be the outcome of
numerical calculations in both Miller-Ricci Kemp-
ton & Rauscher (2012) (their Figure 4) and Show-
man et al. (2013) (their Figure 7), although a
more quantitative assessment is needed, for in-
stance by integrating the velocity field along the
terminator at two different pressure levels. We
note that the same optical data of (Wyttenbach
et al. 2015) have been independently analyzed by
Louden & Wheatley (2015), accounting for the ef-
fect of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect on the stel-
lar sodium lines. They found a blue shift of only
1.9+0.7−0.6, which is consistent with our measurement
and would suggest almost no vertical wind shear.
We showed that stellar residuals, and in partic-
ular the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect, are capable of
dominating, shielding and possibly contaminating
the planet signal. We demonstrated that spurious
signals can be filtered out to a certain extent by
investigating the full shape of the cross-correlation
function, and not only its peak value. For future
high-dispersion observations of exoplanet atmo-
spheres, we strongly advise to explore the shifted
and co-added cross-correlation function (or more
generally a shifted and co-added planet spectrum)
for a range of planet orbital radial velocities, and
not just at the planet rest-frame velocity. If a spu-
rious signal (either telluric or stellar) is present in
the data, the total cross correlation function will
peak at low or zero planet orbital velocities, and
at rest-frame velocities equal to the combination
of the systemic velocity of the targeted system
and the barycentric velocity of the observer. In
that case, a modeling and subtraction of the stel-
lar spectrum, or a better removal of telluric lines
should be investigated and applied, before the re-
sults can be trusted.
We note that these transit data are less effective
than previous dayside observations (Brogi et al.
2012, 2014; Birkby et al. 2013; de Kok et al. 2013)
in constraining the amplitude of the planet orbital
radial velocity (KP), resulting in much larger er-
ror bars. This is a logical consequence of the much
smaller change in planet orbital phase and radial
velocity during transit. In the case of HD 189733 b
it is further influenced by the relatively high im-
pact parameter at which the transit occurs. This
lowers the strength of the planet signal during the
first and last part of the transit, which is where the
planet radial velocity differs the most from zero
and would therefore provide the best constraints
on KP. However, in this case we do know the
planet orbital radial velocity because the orbit of
HD 189733 b is well constrained by both stellar
radial velocities and transit observations (see pa-
rameters in Table 1). Therefore, differently from
non-transiting planets, our aim is not to precisely
determine the planet motion.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that
ground-based, high-resolution spectroscopy can
be successfully utilized to constrain the planet ro-
tation and atmospheric dynamics of evolved hot
Jupiters. In the future, we plan to apply more re-
alistic velocity fields to the planet terminator, thus
deriving estimates of physical quantities such as
drag forces and day-night temperature contrasts
from the measured wind velocities (see, e.g., Show-
man et al. 2013).
The typical pressures probed by NIR, high-
dispersion spectroscopy are intermediate between
those accessible at lower resolution and those mea-
sured through high-dispersion spectroscopy in the
optical. All these techniques are therefore highly
complementary and should potentially be com-
bined to get the maximum information on the
vertical thermal and dynamical structure of hot-
Jupiter atmosphere. By introducing chi-square
analysis for retrieving signal at high spectral res-
olution, we hope to open up this spectral regime
to powerful retrieval methods based on Bayesian
analysis (see, e.g., Benneke 2015). The possibil-
ity of combining in a homogeneous fashion data at
low and high spectral resolution will reinforce the
synergy between space and ground observations in
the JWST/E-ELT era.
This work is based on data collected at the
ESO Very Large Telescope during the DDT pro-
gram 289.C-5030. We are grateful to the ESO
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Stellar parameters
RS (0.756± 0.018)R T08
KS (201.96
+1.07
−0.63) m s
−1 T09
v sin i? (3.316
+0.017
−0.067) km s
−1 T09
vsys (−2.361± 0.003) km s−1 B05
Orbital and transit parameters
a 0.03120(27) AU T09
(8.863± 0.020) RS A10
Porb 2.21857567(15) days A10
T0 2,454,279.436714(15) HJD A10
b (0.6631± 0.0023) A10
Planet parameters
RP (1.178
+0.016
−0.023)RJup T09
(0.15531± 0.00019) RS A10
MP (1.138
+0.022
−0.025) km s
−1 T09
KP (194
+19
−41) km s
−1 This work
vrot (3.4
+1.3
−2.1) km s
−1 This work
Prot (1.7
+2.9
−0.4) days This work
veq unconstrained This work
Vrest (−1.7+1.1−1.2) km s−1 This work
Table 1: Relevant parameters of the exoplanet
system HD 189733. From top to bottom, we
list stellar radius, stellar radial-velocity amplitude,
stellar projected rotational velocity, systemic ve-
locity, semi-major axis, orbital period, time of
mid-transit, impact parameter, planet radius and
mass, planet radial-velocity amplitude, planet ro-
tational velocity and period, equatorial super-
rotation velocity, day-to-night high-altitude wind
speed. References are Bouchy et al. (2005) for
B05, Torres et al. (2008) for T08, Triaud et al.
(2009) for T09, and Agol et al. (2010) for A10.
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